The Android of War
by Robert C. Valentine

From the historical perspective, from 1918 to the present, all manner of war
and tribulations have been seen, and are ongoing through 2022. Despite at least 5
attempts to consecrate Russia by different Popes, no matter what certain Vatican
spokesmen would say, and no matter how they attempt to say was consecrated the
best way they could, in the time capsule of worldly affairs, not one had been done
as Our Lady of Fatima had requested. Hence, the reign of the war gods, from WW
One with their dorky and clumsy tanks and trenches, through WW II that started
with calvary horses and ended with stronger weapons. Aircraft carriers, Abrahms
type tanks, long-range missiles, stealthy jets, armor and night vision protection, all
are by-products of a modern world.
Only one nation in the history of the world has felt the screeching screams of
nuclear war, Imperial Japan.
However, various nations have been annihilated from the period 1920-2020.
In June of 1917, Our Blessed Mother did say to Lucia and her two cousins, “You
will see various nations annihilated.” She also said, “In the end, my Immaculate
Heart will triumph.” Do you know what else she told them? The Holy Father will
consecrate Russia to me. Actually, they already had prior to 2022, namely in ‘42, ‘52,
‘64, ‘82, ‘84, 2000 and 2013 had done a form of consecration. But, those affairs just
named were too feeble, even though the act of 1984 was the strongest. Yet, she also
said this: “...a period of peace will be granted to the world.” As I stated in my
book, no matter what the Popes did in the past, the Lady of Fatima came with a
very specific request, and until it would be honored, the promise that she gave,
namely an era of peace, which to me is very profound, wouldn’t be felt. She further
stated Russia would be converted.
All told, the nasty business of death and horror associated with wars have not
been averted. The suffering. . . the trials of blasphemies, upon women and children
entered a new phace in humankind, most recently with the invasion of Ukraine
begun in late Feb. of 2022. Whether you are Catholic or not, in 1917, three secrets
were given to 3 children. #1. A vision of hell. #2. the above aforementioned about
Russia and peace. #3. and number three.
In 2000, the Pope in conjunction with his Vatican authorities released part of
the so-called Third Secret. Part because, as detailed in my ebook, Alert: For The
Times, Book of Secrets, it is composed of two parts. As related in my research, we were

given privy to what a representative of the Pope found out, when a Rev. Schweigl
who visited Sister Lucia in 1952 found out. That the 3rd Secret has two parts...a
vital element in the story of Fatima countless memories have forgotten. Hence, one
part was indeed released, in June of 2000. Read Keypoints #1,
Moreover, in Sister Lucia’s last public interview, last in the sense she was allowed to speak about Fatima–but second to her last public interview ever (last was
in 1976 to the German editor-in-chief of the German weekly Neue Bildpost–the last Fatima interview was given to Rev. Fuentes, which occurred in 1957; go take a peak in this
link. The story of Rev. Fuentes is also mentioned in my wonderful informative ebook.
We have Catholic 356 to thank for putting this informative video together for everyone.
There are some pertinent concepts in it, which Fatima scholars should listen.

At this point in time, March 2022, in my view, because there is no full strength
army able to expel each and everyone of the Russian forces, the Kremlin is planning
a long-haul campaign of army of occupation while at the same time hit and secure
the port-city of Mariupol. If and when they occupy it, they will try to secure the
S.E. sector of Ukraine in order to form a land-corridor that spans the Crimean
lowlands to the Russian border. What happens to Kiev is a matter of debate. The
occupation forces thus far cannot capture it, the Russian army has lost over 7,000
men, note this army is an all-male thing unlike the Second World War, and in many
military circles that number is said to be 15,000, and counting. That is a lot of
body bags for such a small time frame, sadly to say. The number of casualties due
to combat and noncombat is for historians to figure out. At last count, 7 Russian
generals have also been killed, and who knows how many officers, both on the
ground and in the air, because all pilots are officers, but this is not WW II, so
helicopter forces have to be taken into account.
The dark shadow of war is definitely here in Europe. In the 1930s, the hot
world war began in Europe. From 1917 and for over 30 years, the Lady of Fatima
mentioned Russia. During the 1930s, Russia was Communist and quiet atheistic and
had sent her observers and munitions to Spain. The Civil War in Spain was no bask
in the Sun, and it was a precursor to WW II in Europe. Russia has never been left
out of the telescoped sights of Heaven. Of all the nations of the world, only Russia
has been singled out by Our Lady of Fatima, who is very specific with her chosen words.
History has always had a Russia going back centuries and centuries, but the
oscilloscope of modern man has turned to darkness with the result that with each

passing day, the light is becoming dimmer and dimmer for the portholes of life,
correction, until before March 25, because of what a certain Pope did on March 25.

Each day since the start of the invasion, the light of freedom and democracy
seemed dimmer and dimmer on the screen of life, the oscilloscope. But, as so stated,
Pope Francis did a most profound Act of Consecration naming Russia and Ukraine
as the object of consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, and he did so with
a request that was even more profound, he asked all of humanity to pray with him
and he asked all his bishops to do the same, and he send a copy of the actual Consecration to all his Cardinals worldwide. I am not sure if it was all via the internet
or not. Remember, in 1984, there was no such thing as a cool world wide web. I saw it
reported on television on numerous stations and armies of hand-held devices Mar. 25.
Is it some part of a great mystical event? To many of the non-Catholic faith this
may be all mumbo jumbo, however, one must take into account the power of prayer.
In 1984, St. Pope John Paul II conducted a certain Consecration in Rome, and
3,032 km away (not flight air distance which is 2,402 km) in Moscow, Bishop Paul
M. Hnilica made a secret Consecration of Russia to the Immaculate Heart of Mary
at St. Michale’s Church in the Kremlin. My research indicates that on May 13,
1984, 80% of Russia’s missiles were destroyed when a huge explosion occurred in
Severomorsk. On Dec. 13, 1984, Russia’s largest ammunition base in Siberia explodes. The 12th of May, 1988, exhibited the factory that made the rocket motors
for the Soviet SS 24 long range rockets explode. Each SS 24 carried 10 nuclear
bombs each. On Nov. 9, 1989 the Berlin Wall came down; May 13, 1990: Freedom
of religion was allowed in Russia officially, and in December of 1991, the USSR
went kaput.
The world saw the disappearance of the Soviet Union, but not the demise of
Russia or her governing people. These are strange times and different times. Today,
everyone is an eyewitness to history. But, us poor humans have to have faith. Hideous death and bombardment still engulfs the people of Ukraine because the tempest
of war has not disappeared, yet. To atheists who despise religion, this is still a plus
for them. Once, the war in Ukraine ceases, no tablet of forthcoming peace will be
attributed to God or anything correlated to Fatima, from their viewpoint.
I do not know how the manner of war will come to an end in Ukraine, but I do
remember, despite all the odds, Portugal in the 1930s was consecrated by Catholic
bishops three times, and had asked her people to join them in prayer. The first
Consecration was in 1931 to God, and twice in the decade the Consecration was to
the Immaculate Heart of Mary. It escaped the worst of the Spanish Civil War, and

when I say worst, I’m not kidding–go read my ebook.
On March 25, 2022, Pope Francis, an Argentinian, indeed, clearly named and
consecrated Ukraine and Russia, and, by virtue of that, Ukraine, I believe, will
escape total annihilation and worse atrocities. Furthermore, it is my believe President Zelensky will survive–just as President Salazar of Portugal escaped the bomb
which was planted a mere few feet from him in 1937, which could have torn off his
head from the blast, but didn’t.
No power on earth is stronger than the power of God.
In any world conflict of war, children are the most affected.
As of March 25, 2022 some 4 million have been displaced from their homeland.
But, thankfully, despite signs of an army of occupation in Ukraine and a need
for the Kremlin to occupy and conquer Mariupol, it as we speak has not fallen to
the bombardment horde of atheists. This city has been subjected to unimaginable
slaughter and death but, it is still hanging on by a thread.
When will the total clouds of war disperse? Will war be dampened, then end?
or, will it last months? Just before 1942 ended, Sister Lucia was told by Heaven
that the war will end soon, but it did not end until 1945 and it was not a Consecration partaken by the Pope and all his bishops. I guess there is no sense of time in
heaven. Please read Keypoints #2. What would have happened if only the bishops
along with the Pope had conducted a Consecration in the 1920s or 1930s?

